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You Have Options: The Many Ways
to Manage Peak
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Growing Grid Complexity

Peaks are increasingly correlated to deployments of renewable energy.
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Utilities face new challenges from evolving 
grid complexity

 System wide events (Historically)
 Localized Peaks
 Integrating Renewables

i

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Growing Grid Complexity is driving change in the Utility Business Model. With the advent of distributed generation, grid operators and planners are required to think about assets and resources in new and evolving ways. This drives a number challenges when considering how to manage peak demand and requires implementing some form of demand flexibility. Historically peaks were system wide events that had ramifications across a service territory. These events sparked the advent of traditional demand response solutions that could be deployed across a region. It’s important to remember that these types of peaks haven’t gone away, but they have been joined by new types such as:Peaks are increasingly seen on a localized basis. These types of occurrences stem from localized issues such as concentrated load growth, which can drive congestion, asset overloading and ultimately the need to provide additional power resources and/or update distribution equipment.Additionally peaks are increasingly correlated to deployments of renewable energy resources. Increased penetration on a grid not originally designed for distributed resources can put stress on grid equipment beyond its original design intentions, With intermittent output, resources like wind and solar can create peaks at times that are unexpected and for which utilities are not traditionally equipped to address.  i.e. duck curve like events
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Peaks are Expensive
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Peak demand charges

Transmission cost allocations

G&T Power cost structures

Real-time price exposure
Capital expenditures

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As peaks become more of a dynamic challenge, they produce a variety of impacts to the distribution grid and its operators.  Peak charges for demand/capacity can drive costs of top few hours of customer energy use, these may or may not be passed on to consumers depending on rate structure. (“In the residential sector alone, widespread implementation of demand flexibility can save 10–15% of potential grid costs, and customers can cut their electric bills 10–40% with rates and technologies that exist today.” RMI “The Economics of Demand Flexibility”)
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Peak Resources required for 2% of hours in New York State.i

Peaks caused by few hours of load

Other

Peak

Critical Peak

Super Peak

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More expensive peaking plants (High-Marginal Cost Resources) must be used for the few hours of top load every year (conEd sees 2% of total hrs per year of top load @ Peak times) IMPACT: Peak load growth can require new power plants to be built for short periods of even higher load.
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CA will require 13,000 
MW of quick ramping 
power by 2020, when 
33% of electricity will 
come from renewables.
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California’s renewables goal is 50% by 2030i

Peaks Correlated with Renewables

Source: CAISO
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Capital expenditure for new substations can equal tens of Millionsi

Localized Peaks Drive Infrastructure Needs

$ $ $ $ $ $

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Localized peaks can cause congestion and/or asset management challenges and equipment degradation. Without addressing localized peaks these infrastructure needs must be addressed to maintain reliable power. IMPACT: Capital investment for asset refresh ($Millions in overall costs 18 mo. to acquire) Without addressing localized peaks these infrastructure needs must be addressed to maintain reliable power
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Average real-time prices: $40.64 in 2014i

Real-Time Energy Prices

Real-time prices in Texas 
can reach up to $9000 per 
megawatt

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Additionally, peaks can have an affect on supply costs.  Often peak use times can raise real-time energy prices.  Suppliers can be forced to acquire energy in real-time markets potentially facing price spikes. This carries high risk for entities exposed to real-time prices.
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Grid Modernization
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Advanced demands require advanced solutions.
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You Have Peak Management Options
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Load
Management Analytics MDM

AMI

Storage DER 
ManagementDA

Smart Grid
Services
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You Have Peak Management Options

Planning with an Analytics Platform

 Identify Constraints
 Identify best participants for DR 

programs
 Determine impact of DERs and 

optimize placement 
– Performed as a service in CA
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Identify constraintsExamining Asset Loading to identify historical trends and current overloading conditions for any distribution asset in a service territory. Identify best participants for Demand Management programsUtilities can determine high demand users through consumption data analytics and create target participant list for residential or commercial/industrial load management programs. Determine the impact of distributed resources Allows utilities to understand the impact of these new resources and optimize the placement of localized generation resources, whether they are solar, battery storage, or generators. 
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You Have Peak Management Options

Load Management

 Powerful aggregation software 
 Advanced 2-way control devices
 Leverages AMI network for 

speed and reliability
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Primary technology component for addressing peaks is through Load ManagementThis solution consists of powerful aggregation software that can address all types of peaks per the utilities program design. The 2-way, real-time nature of the solution allows deployment with fast-acting precision.System Peaks: Traditional Load Management deploying devices at scale across consumersLocalized Peaks: targeted deployments to constrained or affected areas. i.e. at a specific substation
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You Have Peak Management Options

Distributed Resource Management

 Battery Storage
 Resource Dispatch Optimization
 Distributed Generator Control

12

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second primary component is Distributed Resources ManagementThis solution consists of :battery storage technology - Storage resources provide benefits through mitigation of peak usage when deployed at grid scale or when strategically deployed to areas that have power delivery constraints or reliability issues, they can improve power quality and resiliency of the grid by reacting to real-time grid needs storage and renewable dispatch optimization software, (command and control for battery and other resources)Managing distributed generation 
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You Have Peak Management Options
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Energy and Capacity Optimization PlatformTogether these tools make up Landis+Gyr’s Energy and Capacity Optimization platform and are designed to comprehensively address the modern grid’s peak challenges.
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Peak Demand Management
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Operational since 2011 
Utility Benefits

 Reduced Peak Costs through 
Coincident Peak Avoidance

 City-Wide Peak Demand 
Reduction Targets

 Increases customer 
engagement & satisfaction

 60MW of load under control at 
peak

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Landis+Gyr’s load management solution has been deployed in 27,000 homes in San Antonio TX to achieve 60MW of power at peak. CPS benefits from reduced peak cost through coincident peak avoidance and from hedging against real-time price fluctuations in the ERCOT marketAdditionaly, CPS uses the technology to meet peak demand reduction goals set by the City. There are additional benefits to the customers signed up for the program such as reduced energy costs and ability to control devices remotely.
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Peak Demand Management
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Operational since 2011 
Customer Benefits

 Up to 10% savings on HVAC 
costs

 Boundaries set by customer
 Opt-out anytime
 Anytime, anywhere energy 

management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Landis+Gyr’s load management solution has been deployed in 27,000 homes in San Antonio TX to achieve 60MW of power at peak. CPS benefits from reduced peak cost through coincident peak avoidance and from hedging against real-time price fluctuations in the ERCOT marketAdditionaly, CPS uses the technology to meet peak demand reduction goals set by the City. There are additional benefits to the customers signed up for the program such as reduced energy costs and ability to control devices remotely.
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Localized Peak Management
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Optimizing output from 
Demand Response + 
Solar/Battery Storage
 1 MW Solar Array
 1.8 MWs Battery Storage
 900 Residential Pricing 

Participants
 µEMS Controller 

– Dispatch of Battery
– Initiates Pricing Event

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Los AlamosExample of Distributed Resource Manager (uEMS controller) dispatches 1.8 MW battery, 900 residential DR participants along with 1MW of solar array based on solar output forecast and actual load levels.
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Localized Peak Management: Joint Base SA
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Battery Energy Storage to 
address localized peaks

 CPS/Joint Base SA 
Microgrid Demonstration

 48kWh of storage 
provides 30 minutes of 
backup

 Demonstrates integration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CPS Battery Storage Demonstration48kWh of storage provides 30 minutes of backup powerDemonstrates integration  with 3rd party controller software
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Irrigation Load: Dawson, Colquitt, Southern, 
Cornhusker

Irrigation Pump Load 
 Managing Peak Charges from G&T
 Dispatch by G&T for balancing
 High value to utility per switch: 

~50-75kW
 Initial Irrigation Deployment Load 

Targets: 500 MW

Solution: Switches on Irrigation 
Pumps + Customized Software for 
Program Management

18

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Several utilities in Nebraska (Burt, Cornhusker, Dawson) and one in Georgia (Colquitt) are deploying Load Control Switches on their Gridstream RF networks to support irrigation pump load control programs in place. These utilities leverage the system to prevent setting system peaks that result in higher charges from their Generation and Transmission provider (G&T). Additionally, their G&T can engage them to shed load during times of overall system peaks and other emergencies.
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Asset Management: Colorado Springs

19

Objective

 Enable capital deferment
 Provide new technology and 

customer engagement 
 Manage electric consumption 

by end use customer
 Leverage investment in AMI 

network 

Solution: Targeted Thermostat 
Deployment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CPS Battery Storage Demonstration48kWh of storage provides 30 minutes of backup powerDemonstrates integration  with 3rd party controller software
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Residential Peak Management: Baldwin EMC

Residential Demand 
Management
Utility Goals: 
 Provide new technology and 

customer engagement
 Leverage investment in AMI 

network
 20,000 devices

Solution: Thermostats and Load 
Control Switches throughout 
service territory supporting 4 
unique programs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Colorado Springs Utility chose to leverage their Gridstream RF network and deploy thermostats for load management to extend the life of equipment at several overloaded substations. To date they have deployed approximately 600 thermostats and are looking to deploy load control switches in the future. 
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Key Takeaways
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Challenges

 Increasingly Complex Grid
 Diverse Peaking Conditions
 Renewable Penetration

Landis+Gyr Can Help

 Grid Management
 Load Management
 DER Management



Reliable.
Flexible.
Responsive.
Future-ready.

Get there with 
Gridstream® 
solutions from
Landis+Gyr.
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